Little is known about the relationship between sleep and chemosensation. The purpose of this study was to characterize the relationship between chemosensory function and sleep duration, quality, and architecture. A total of 56 nonobese (body mass index <30 kg/m 2 ) female participants who denied having diagnosed sleep disorders completed testing. Sleep was measured for two nights using a single-channel (A 1 -A 2 ) electroencephalogram (Zmachine). Sweet taste threshold and preference as well as olfactory threshold, recognition ability, and pleasantness ratings were evaluated. Sweet taste preference was correlated with total sleep time (TST) (P = 0.0074) as well as with the sum of rapid eye movement (REM) and stage N3/slow wave sleep (SWS) duration (P = 0.0008). Participants who slept more than the average TST or more than the average REM + SWS time preferred lower concentrations of sweetness (P = 0.041 and 0.049, respectively), than those whose sleep times fell below the means. Multiple linear regression revealed that REM and SWS predicted ~18% of the variance of sweet taste preference. These findings suggest that scientific and consumer studies related to sweet preference might benefit from screening participants for short sleep duration prior to testing.
Introduction
Insufficient sleep is associated with the consumption of additional energy, especially from fats and carbohydrates, including sugarsweetened beverages (Nedeltcheva et al. 2009; Golley et al. 2013; Gonnissen et al. 2013; Markwald et al. 2013; Hjorth et al. 2014; Patterson et al. 2014; Prather et al. 2014) . Excess intake of foods and beverages high in saturated fats and refined carbohydrates has been associated with weight gain (Mozaffarian et al. 2011; Prather et al. 2014) . Given that the foods we choose to consume are typically selected based on their sensory properties (Glanz and Basil 1998; Sørensen et al. 2003; Dressler and Smith 2013) , and the small, but growing, body of evidence that suggests sleep changes may alter chemosensory function Smith et al. 2016) , characterizing chemosensation while objectively measuring sleep is necessary to improve our understanding of ingestive behavior.
Previous work examining chemosensory function and sleep is limited McBride et al. 2006; Hogenkamp et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2016 ) but suggests that sleep deprivation or curtailment is detrimental to function. Odor identification accuracy was significantly impaired after both 24 h and 52 h ) of sleep deprivation. Preferred concentration of sucrose solutions increased after a night of less than 7 h of sleep in individuals who routinely slept more than 7 h per night (Smith et al. 2016 ). However, another study reported no differences in intensity and pleasantness ratings of yogurts with varying amounts of sucrose after a night of total sleep deprivation compared with a night of normal sleep (Hogenkamp et al. 2013) . One major limitation to studies of total sleep deprivation is their questionable ecological validity for large segments of the population. Thus, examining chemosensory function under conditions of habitual sleep may provide more insight into the relationship between sleep and chemosensation under more representative conditions. Sleep research typically focuses on two aspects of sleep-sleep duration and sleep quality. Sleep duration refers to the amount of time spent sleeping, and researchers often explore how sleep deprivation (total sleep loss) or curtailment (sleep restriction) affects outcomes of interest. Sleep duration can be subjectively measured using participant self-report, but self-report frequently differs from objective measurements (Lauderdale et al. 2008) . Although the gold standard for measuring sleep is polysomnography (PSG), determination of sleep stage is typically done by technicians, and agreement is not always substantial (Wang et al. 2015) . PSG also requires an overnight stay in a sleep laboratory with bulky equipment, which inhibits natural movement; these factors contribute to the "first night effect," where sleep duration and quality can substantially differ in the laboratory setting from that typically experienced at home (Le Bon et al. 2001) . At-home sleep monitors may help to address this problem by allowing participants to sleep in their own bed while maintaining sufficient agreement with PSG (Wang et al. 2015) . For example, the at-home monitor used in this study, the Zmachine (General Sleep), is a single-channel (A 1 -A 2 ) electroencephalogram (EEG)-based sleep monitoring system that, when evaluated against PSG, was found to have substantial agreement in identifying wake, light sleep, slow wave sleep (SWS), and rapid eye movement sleep (REM) sleep stages (Cohen's kappa = 0.72 for all) (Wang et al. 2015) . Regardless of the technique used, objective measures of duration are preferred to self-report.
Unlike sleep duration, measures of sleep quality differ across studies (Krystal and Edinger 2008) . Some researchers rely on objective measures of sleep architecture, a term that refers to the pattern and duration of sleep stages across the night. These measures include the amount of time spent in SWS or REM sleep or the percentage of time spent in these stages as a component of total sleep time (TST) (Elsenbruch et al. 1999; Naismith et al. 2004; Friese et al. 2007) , as these stages are associated with physical restoration and mental function, for example, mood (Vandekerckhove and Cluydts 2010; Li et al. 2017) . Others (for example, Buysse et al. 2008; Parcell et al. 2008 ) use self-reported measures of sleep quality, including the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), a validated tool that provides a subjective measure of habitual (past month) sleep quality and duration (Buysse et al. 1989) . Scores >5 on the PSQI suggest disordered sleep (Buysse et al. 1989; Smith and Wegener 2003) . Unfortunately, the PSQI does not always reliably correlate to objective measures of sleep quality, suggesting that there are other factors important to perceived sleep quality that are not captured by traditional objective measures (Pilcher et al. 1997; Buysse et al. 2008; Krystal and Edinger 2008) . Thus, sleep quality likely comprises aspects of both objective and subjective measures, and while there is much overlap between sleep duration, sleep architecture, and subjective sleep quality, each merit evaluation when measuring sleep.
Differences in sleep might contribute to the poor test-retest reliability that psychophysical and sensory studies can suffer from (Stevens et al. 1995; Mueller et al. 2003; Tucker et al. 2013; SatohKuriwada et al. 2014 ). Attempts to reduce this variability by controlling for a number of variables thought to influence the chemical senses, such as age (Schiffman et al. 2004) or adiposity (Pepino et al. 2010) , are frequently made. There is a lack of consensus as to which factors should be controlled for, but to our knowledge, only four psychophysical or sensory studies have examined or controlled for sleep duration McBride et al. 2006; Hogenkamp et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2016) and none for sleep quality. Whether controlling for sleep duration or quality is necessary for sensory studies is currently unknown. Therefore, the objective of this study was to characterize the relationships between chemosensory measures and sleep duration, quality, and architecture by measuring sweet taste threshold and preference as well as odor threshold, recognition, and pleasantness. We hypothesized that shorter sleep duration, in terms of TST as well as time spent in SWS and REM sleep, and poorer subjective sleep quality would increase gustatory and olfactory thresholds, increase preferred sweetness, reduce odor recognition scores, and increase food odor pleasantness ratings.
Materials and methods
The study protocol was approved by the Human Research Protection Program at Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI, USA). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to testing.
Participants
Nonobese females (lean and overweight females, body mass index [BMI] <30.0 kg/m 2 ) of any ethnicity between the ages of 18 and 55 years with no diagnosed sleep conditions were eligible to participate in the study (Table 1) . Prior to testing, participants completed a demographic questionnaire and the PSQI. Height, weight, BMI, and percent body fat (%BF) were measured using bioelectrical impedance (TBF-400, Tanita).
Sleep measures
Participants were trained in the use of the Zmachine (General Sleep) ("Zmachine Insight and Insight+ Model:DT-200: Clinician instruction and service manual" 2016). To minimize the "first night effect," participants were asked to follow their usual sleep schedule and wear the Zmachine for two consecutive weeknights prior to taste and smell testing, which occurred on the third day. Data collected by the Zmachine relevant to this study included TST, SWS, and REM sleep duration. Given the lack of consensus on appropriate measures of sleep quality, we examined SWS and REM sleep independently, as a combined variable, and as a percentage of TST (for example, Elsenbruch et al. 1999; Naismith et al. 2004; Friese et al. 2007 ).
Laboratory visit
After two consecutive weeknights of sleep monitoring, participants came to the laboratory for taste and smell testing. Participants were asked not to eat or drink anything except water for an hour prior to testing. Testing occurred between 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM each day.
Gustatory testing
Taste testing followed the protocol used previously (Smith et al. 2016) . Briefly, sweet taste threshold testing utilized an ascending, three-alternative forced-choice procedure with sucrose dissolved in distilled water. Sucrose concentrations spanned 0.021-2.1% w/v and were separated by quarter log step dilutions. Sweet taste preference testing followed the Monell forced choice paired comparison protocol (Mennella et al. 2011) . Participants were given two concentrations of suprathreshold sucrose solutions and asked to select the one they preferred. On the basis of their choice, additional concentrations were provided until the same solution was selected twice in a row. Concentrations included 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36% w/v sucrose solutions. The test was performed twice-once with the lower concentration presented first each time and once with the higher concentration presented first each time. The geometric mean of each test was calculated to determine the preferred concentration. Participants wore nose clips during taste testing.
Olfactory testing
Three different olfactory tests were conducted using Sniffin' Sticks (Burghart) (Hummel et al. 1997) . Olfactory threshold testing and olfactory recognition testing followed the Sniffin' Sticks protocol provided by the manufacturer. Participants were also asked to smell four odors used in the recognition test a second time and to rate the pleasantness of each using a 100 mm visual analog scale with the anchors "not at all" and "extremely". Three odors, apple, pineapple, and clove were associated with food, while rose was used as a nonfood stimulus.
Statistical analysis
Data analysis was completed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute).
Results are presented as means ± standard deviations (SDs) except when presenting sensory data where standard error of the mean (SEM) is presented. Simple linear regression (Proc Reg) was used to compute coefficients of determination to assess the associations between sensory measures and recorded sleep variables. Pearson correlation coefficients and R 2 from simple linear regression (Proc Corr) were computed to assess the relationship between sensory measures and measures of sleep. Multiple linear regression (Proc Reg with Collin option) analysis was used to evaluate associations while accounting for covariates and multicollinearity. Backward (step-down) selection was used to select the best model (Neter et al. 1996) . Independent t-tests (Proc ttest) were used to determine the significant differences between various groups. Results were considered significant when P < 0.05.
Results

Participant demographics
Participant demographics are reported in Table 1 . A total of 56 lean or overweight females (BMI < 30.0 kg/m 2 ) with ages ranging from 18 to 44 years participated in the study. Participants were primarily white, with 72% (n = 40) identifying as White, 16% (n = 9) identifying as Asian, and 13% (n = 7) identifying as Black. The mean PSQI score was <5, indicating that the majority of participants were free from sleep disorders. There were no significant associations between PSQI scores and any demographic variables (BMI, age, and %BF) (P > 0.05).
Taste threshold
No correlations between taste threshold and demographic variables (BMI, age, and %BF), objective sleep measures (TST, REM, SWS, and REM + SWS), or subjective sleep measures (PSQI) were observed (P > 0.05).
Taste preference
No significant correlations were observed between taste preference and any of the demographic variables (age, BMI, and %BF) (P > 0.05). Significant associations were observed between objective sleep measures and preferred sweetness concentration (Table 2) . In each case, the association between the objective sleep measure and taste preference was negative.
To further evaluate the impact of sleep duration on taste preference, individuals were categorized as either a long sleeper or a short sleeper by whether they fell above or below the mean TST (mean ± SD [h] = 6.43 ± 1.1) for the sample population (Table 3) . Short sleepers (n = 29) and long sleepers (n = 27) did not differ by age, BMI, or %BF (P > 0.05). There were no significant differences in demographics between the two groups (age, BMI, and %BF) (P > 0.05). Shorter sleepers preferred higher concentrations of sucrose (M = 12.68 ± 9.6%, SEM = 1.78%) compared with longer sleepers (M = 7.70 ± 8.11%, SEM = 1.56%) (P = 0.041) (Figure 1) . 0.11 0.0118* *P-values are significant at the P < 0.05 level. **P-values are significant at the P < 0.01 level. ***P-values are significant at the P < 0.001 level. Figure 1 . Differences in taste preference by TST and sleep quality groups. Significant differences between below average duration (shorter sleepers, n = 29) and above average duration (longer sleepers, n = 27) (P = 0.041), as well as below average REM + SWS sleepers (LRS, n = 29) and above average REM + SWS sleepers (HRS, n = 27) (P = 0.049) for the night before testing. *Significant difference between conditions, P < 0.05.
To evaluate the impact of sleep architecture on taste preference, participants were classified as low REM + SWS (LRS) (n = 27) and high REM + SWS (HRS) (n = 29) sleepers by whether they were above or below the mean hours of REM + SWS sleep (Table 3 ) (mean ± SD [h] = 3.03 ± 1.0) for the respective night, given this was the strongest predictor of taste preference according to the results from the simple linear regression analysis ( Table 2 ). The two groups did not differ by age, BMI, or %BF (P > 0.05). HRS sleepers (M = 7.95 ± 8.37%, SEM = 1.55%) preferred lower concentrations of sucrose compared with LRS sleepers (M = 12.67 ± 9.51%, SEM = 1.83%) (P = 0.049). T-tests between the long, short, HRS, and LRS groups showed no significant difference for any of the taste variables (P > 0.05).
Multiple regression analysis was used to evaluate the best model to predict taste preference and evaluate the potential multicollinearity between TST and REM + SWS (r = 0.54). Four variables (TST, REM + SWS, BMI, and age) were selected as variables of interest related to sweet taste preference. Using backward selection, the best model contained only one variable, REM + SWS (h) and explained 18% of the variance (R 2 = 0.18, F [2,56] = 6.58, P = 0.0028). Sleep duration (TST), age, and BMI were removed from the model with a partial R 2 of 0.015, 0.023, and 0.038, respectively (Table 4) .
Olfactory results
Odor recognition, odor threshold, and pleasantness rating of the three food and one nonfood odors were not significantly correlated with subjective sleep quality, nor with any sleep stage or TST. T-tests between the long, short, HRS, and LRS groups showed no significant difference for any of the odor variables (P > 0.05).
Discussion
Sleep duration and architecture were associated with the aspects of chemosensory function, specifically sweet taste preference. Subjective measures of sleep quality were not associated with the measures of chemosensory function evaluated in this study. Shorter TST and REM + SWS duration correlated with increased preference for sweetness, and differences between shorter and longer sleepers as well as HRS and LRS sleepers were observed. This is the second psychophysical study to suggest that sweet taste preferences are associated with sleep. Previously we reported that the preferred sweet taste concentration increased when individuals who reported sleeping longer than 7 h per night were asked to sleep less than their habitual duration (Smith et al. 2016) . Sweet taste thresholds in that study were unchanged by sleep duration, and we also failed to observe threshold differences between shorter and longer sleepers or HRS and LRS sleepers. In contrast, Hogenkamp et al. (2013) reported no change in preferred sweetness of yogurt among 16 men who underwent sleep deprivation. Differences in the populations tested (males vs. females) and stimuli-the complex food matrix of the yogurt compared with sucrose solutions-could contribute to these discrepant findings, and future work should explore these ideas further.
The significant difference in preferred taste concentrations between shorter and longer as well as HRS and LRS sleepers suggests that controlling for sleep duration and quality when conducting sensory studies might be beneficial, especially when hedonics are involved. The two groups differed in sweet taste preference by ~6% w/v when comparing both shorter versus longer and HRS versus LRS sleepers. Although few sensory scientists are likely to be able to objectively measure sleep, TST was also observed to be a significant predictor of taste preference. Future work will examine whether selfreported TST the night before testing also predicts taste preference, which would allow for quick screening of participants. It should be noted that self-reported habitual sleep duration as reported in the PSQI was not significantly associated with TST, but given that the PSQI measures sleep patterns over the past month and that some individuals experience a high degree of variability in TST from one night to the next (Clausen et al. 1974 ), a repeated-measures study is needed to confirm the relationship between self-report and objectively measured TST. It could be the case that the effect of sleep on preference is acute rather than chronic.
How sleep architecture might contribute to differences in taste preference is currently unknown, given that the exact functions of REM and SWS are not fully understood. Studies suggest that REM is correlated with learning ability, memory, and emotional regulation (Siegel 2001; Kanda et al. 2016; Peever and Fuller 2016) . Similar to REM, the exact role of SWS is not clearly understood (Roth 2009) , but SWS appears to promote several homeostatic processes, including cerebral restoration and recovery in humans (Benington and Heller 1995) ; growth hormone (GH), ghrelin, and cortisol secretion (Born et al. 1988; Spiegel et al. 1999) ; and memory consolidation (Rasch et al. 2007) . Although there are no official recommendations for the amount of REM and SWS sleep a person should get, each typically comprise ~20% of the TST in healthy sleepers (Carskadon and Dement 2005) . The sample population in the current study aligns with these expectations.
Despite the uncertainty of the exact mechanisms, it is clear that sleep plays a multifaceted role in biological homeostasis, particularly in the endocrine system. Sleep debt has been shown to alter cortisol levels, indicating a physiological stress on the body (Spiegel et al. 1999 ). More specifically, there is a negative association between the amount of REM sleep and cortisol levels (Lauer et al. 1989) . Increased cortisol levels have been linked to increased food consumption, which is thought to affect weight and health (Epel et al. 2001) . Conversely, SWS is positively correlated with GH and ghrelin secretion (Cauter et al. 2000) . Ghrelin, often referred to as "the hunger hormone" promotes SWS in humans (Weikel et al. 2003) , may stimulate appetite (van der Lely et al. 2004) , and is thought to enhance food reward as part of its role in the gut-brain reward pathway (Menzies et al. 2013) . Therefore, increased preference for sweetness as a result of sleep debt, specifically REM + SWS sleep debt, might play a role in stress-induced overeating and increased appetite observed with elevated cortisol and ghrelin concentrations.
The current understanding of the homeostatic drivers of food intake outstrips our understanding of hedonic drivers. One group (Kenny 2011) has suggested that REM sleep may play an important role in developing food preferences. Brain reward circuits contained in the orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala, and anterior cingulate cortex are activated during excessive consumption to palatable food, and these same areas are active during REM sleep (Kenny 2011; Horne 2015) . In humans, sleep curtailment has been shown to increase neuronal response to unhealthy food in normal weight individuals (St-Onge et al. 2014 ). Due to the potential impact sleep can have on reward processing (Horne 2015) , it is possible that the taste-reward pathway and hedonic feeding control is modulated by sleep through changes to chemosensory function. The present findings add support to the importance of REM sleep in terms of food preference, at least acutely speaking, illustrating that sweet taste preference is directly associated with REM sleep duration, even when controlling for age, BMI, and TST. SWS appears to play a less significant role in the acute changes to sweet preference, but when used as a component of what has been described as "restorative" (REM + SWS) sleep (Espiritu 2008) , it strengthens the correlation. Contrary to our hypotheses and previous reports, we observed no apparent relationship between sleep and olfactory function of any kind. Given that previous research reported that sleep deprivation for both 24 and 52 h negatively affected olfactory function, specifically odor identification McBride et al. 2006) , differences in findings could be due to differences in study design. Sleep deprivation reduces glucose metabolism and blood flow in the prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain primarily responsible for the initial memory retrieval attempt in memory recall and recognition (Kapur et al. 1995; Thomas et al. 2000) . Previous sleep studies have demonstrated that sleep-deprived individuals demonstrated a significant decline in their ability to identify specific odors during a smell identification task, a type of recall test . The current study did not curtail or deprive participants of sleep unlike previous reports, so it could be the case that olfactory recognition ability declines only when sleep restriction is significant enough to impair metabolic function in the prefrontal cortex, or, simply, that the effect of sleep on olfaction is less pronounced compared with sweet taste preference.
Study strengths and limitations
The use of the Zmachine to collect EEG habitual sleep data from participants was a major strength of this study, given that self-report suffers from significant error (Lauderdale et al. 2008) . To eliminate confounding from obesity, sex, and age, only nonobese females between the ages of 18 and 55 years were eligible for testing, so the ability to generalize to other groups is limited. Food intake was not recorded prior to testing, which could affect gustatory and olfactory abilities (Finlayson et al. 2008) . Future research should investigate whether this effect exists with other basic tastes to determine whether the effect is global or whether only sweet taste is affected. In addition, this effect should be evaluated in different populations, including males and individuals with obesity. Finally, given the crosssectional study design, future work should examine whether these differences in preference respond to nightly variations in sleep or whether they are stable from night to night.
Conclusions
Decreased sleep duration and REM + SWS duration are both correlated with an increased sweet taste preference. In this study, sweet taste preference was best predicted by the sum of SWS and REM sleep. These findings suggest that sleep modulates aspects of the hedonic taste-reward pathway, possibly by enhancing the reward of sweetness, as opposed to eliciting physiological changes in receptor function. More research is needed to clarify the role of sleep in taste perception, particularly how sleep interacts with reward pathways. Although previous studies have indicated that olfactory function may be negatively affected by sleep deprivation, our findings illustrate that gustatory processes may be more readily affected by sleep architecture and duration. Furthermore, these results illustrate the possible need for screening or controlling for sleep habits in sensory studies due to the large amount of variation in sweet taste preference that REM + SWS deprivation can predict.
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